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If you've ever fiddled bass and treble settings with your car stereo, or tweaked the equalizer of your dad's old amplifier, then you've dabbled in fine art mixing. For digital audio production, mixing comes after all tracks are recorded and edited. In the mix, the audio engineer must customize all individual audio sources and tracks to create a
balanced, polished, rich-sounding end product. It's harder than it looks. Multi-integrated hardware and software systems such as Pro Tools have made the mixing process much smoother. But with thousands of Pro Tools plug-ins at your fingertips, it's also tempting to go overboard and end up with a mix that sounds overproduced. Here are
some tips on how to make the most of your blend using pro tools. Advertising Once you've made your home recordings, you'll notice how your tracks are raw compared to how the recordings sound on CDs and radio. This is because professional recordings are compressed. Compression is a process to automatically balance dynamic
levels on the track to make it sound warmer and smoother. Compression adjusts all very loud and very quiet parts of the track to create a balanced, pleasant whole. Pro Tools comes with multiple compression plug-ins that can be applied to individual tracks or entire songs. Pro Tools compression plug-ins come with specific presets for
each instrument and vocal track. So you can isolate your kick drum track and apply a compression device that is customized made to kick drums. If you don't like how it sounds out of the box, you can adjust the compression plug-in faders (attack, release, benefits to cetera) to achieve the exact effect you are looking for. Automate, Don't
thwart One of the huge advantages of mixing digital audio workstation (DAW) like Pro Tools is that the software can do a lot of busy work for you. For example, many sound recording engineers have favorite track settings (compression, leveling, stereopanne) that they want to use for almost any album song. Using Pro Tools built-in
automation features, the engineer can record all the adjustments he makes to the parameters of the track and automatically apply the same parameters to other tracks in the same song or other songs. There is another technique called snapshot automation, where you can select a part of a song on multiple tracks, automate the individual
settings for each track, and apply those same multi-track settings to the other section of the song or to the new song in full [source: Sound Sound]. This can save valuable time during the mix and ensure consistent sound throughout the album. Save Processing Power with Sub-Mixing Power Pro Tools software is limited only to processing
the power of your Pro Tools hardware. If you are a home user, Do not want to invest the thousands of dollars needed to build a lightening fast professional Pro Tools system in your basement. When you start to enter multiple effect plug-ins for each track in your song, you may notice that your lightweight Pro Tools system is starting to bog
down, or even crash. Here's a trick to create submixes or subgroups to apply the same add-on effect to multiple tracks when maintaining processing power. In Pro Tools, you have the option to create tracks called stereo aux inputs. Aux inputs cannot be used to record and play actual sound, but they can save add-on settings. So here's
what you're doing. You apply a universal effect like reverb aux input track. Then you set this track on one of your internal stereo buses. You can now use an action called send to send all tracks to where you want to apply the reverbi through the same internal stereos [source: Sound sound]. Send action does not use almost as much
processing power as individual reverb plug-ins on each track, which releases processing cycles with other effects. For more information about Pro Tools and related topics, see the links on the following page. Digidesign does not sell its products directly from its website. Instead, you can use a convenient web search tool to find an
authorized reseller of nearby Digidesign. Or you can buy online from any number of national retailers such as Sweetwater or Guitar Center. The key to buying a Pro Tools system is to accurately assess your needs. If you're in a one-man home recording studio and you're only looking to hook up your vocal microphone and keyboard, you
only need an audio interface for one mic pre-order and MIDI slot. If you have a full professional recording studio, sometimes upwards of 20 instruments at a time, then you need to work more on the system. Advertising home studio settings, the best choice is pro tools LE or M-Powered system. M-Powered audio interfaces are slightly
cheaper than LE interfaces because the devices are made by a third-party company called M-Audio. For as little as $100, you can get pro tools-compatible M-Audio internal PCI card with MIDI and analog input/output. But then you have to buy Pro Tools M-Powered software separately, which works for about $250. Pro Tools LE audio
interfaces actually come with software included. When you shop, you'll find lower-priced models that cost less than M-Audio options when you add a software price. For example, Sweetwater sells Mbox 2 Mini audio interface - single mic preampja two analog input/outputs - free Pro Tools LE software for only $300. On the high end of the
spectrum, you can easily spend $30,000 on a professional Pro Tools system. Pro Tools HD 3 Accel system retails for $14,000. C 24 control surface alone is $10,000. Then you'd like to. input/output boxes for all these microphone and analog cables, each costing $2000. It doesn't even include state-of-the-art studio monitors, LCD video
screens and, of course, your computer. If you fall somewhere between the highest and lowest end, many retailers sell Pro Tools start-up bundles that include software, a suitable sized audio interface, a studio microphone and a pair of monitors. Mini bundled systems start at about $400, but prices can get up to $4,000 if you throw in a
small control surface, keyboard, higher-priced microphones and extra cables. Before you buy anything, make sure that your computer has minimal system requirements running the desired version of the software. Pro Tools does not work with Windows Vista, for example. And if you're going to record a lot of music, you want to invest in
some extra external hard drives for storing all raw and ready audio files. For more information about Pro Tools, audio post production, and related topics, see the links on the following page. Page 2 With the right equipment and a surprisingly small amount of money you can build a professional quality recording studio in your home. Here
are five basic tools that every home studio needs: Advertising a perfectly good digital storage device, look no further than a computer. Your built-in sound card probably works well, but if you're serious about home recording, you should consider investing in a sound card made exclusively for this purpose, with a high-quality digital audio
converter (DAC), microphone preampers and MIDI input/output. Sequencing software is also required to save music to your computer. This is a software that stores either analog audio microphone or MIDI data by electronic means. Sequencing software allows you to easily edit and mix multiple tracks, add effects, export audio files to CD.
The industry's standard professional audio sequence is Pro Tools (comes with your own sound card), but there are options for each budget. Computers are such versatile and powerful home storage devices that almost everyone chooses this option. However, if you firmly believe that computers and music don't mix, you can buy a multi-
track digital storage device that saves it to a compact Flash card or even burns directly to a CD. 2. Good microphone Do not skimp microphone. Even with all the magic of digital editing and effects, you can't do much bad source recording. The best microphone recording solo acoustic instruments and vocals is a capacitor microphone.
Vocals, you also want a pop filter, a cheap piece of material that protects the mic from hard p and sharp s sounds. To record a full rock band, you must use smaller dynamic microphones separately for all instruments. You should be able to find capacitor mics under $200 and dynamic flashing under $100. 3. Monitor speakers and
headphones Monitor speakers differ from normal stereo speakers. They are important in the recording studio environment because they broadcast the audio exactly as it is recorded, without painting or sweetening the sound [source: BBC]. This is the best way to ensure that your recording sound exactly how it did when you played it. It is
common to record songs in multi-track format, recording each track one by one (drums first, bass second, keyboards, etc.). The best way to do this is to use a pair of headphones to listen to previously recorded tracks when you put down a new one. Good headphones keep sound, so the only thing that is recorded is a new story. 4. Midi



controller or synthesizer synthesizer is usually an electronic keyboard that can be programmed to play many different sounds. But synthesizers come in many different shapes and sizes, such as guitar synthesizers, wind instrument synthesizers and drum machines. The MIDI controller is like a synthesizer, but doesn't actually produce
sounds yourself. The instrument is literally a controller, like a joystick for a computer game. The MIDI controller produces MIDI data that can be used to play other synthesizers, whether it's hardware-based or software-based. For example, you can use a MIDI controller to play an electronic keyboard plug-in like ProTools. Or, use one MIDI
controller to play the entire network of interconnected synthesizers and drum machines. 5. Audio interface Audio interface is like an external sound card. Instead of connecting microphones and digital instruments directly to your computer, you connect them to an external box that connects the computer to a single wired, either USB or
Firewire cable. The interface deals with analog-digital conversion, taking the pressure out of the computer's processing power. This is especially useful for laptops that don't have space for additional internal PCI cards and usually have slower processors. Audio interfaces, also known as breakout boxes, come with a certain number of
microphone pre-amps (anywhere from two to a dozen) and buttons to check the recording level of each microphone. Generally, each instrument and vocal needs its own microphone (drums need at least 3 separate mics), so look for an interface with enough pre-amps to cover your needs. For more information about home recording and
related topics, see the links on the following page. Page.
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